
Versatec 700
Indoor DOAS WSHP

10 - 30 ton

Formerly known as Versatec DOAS



RECOVERING ENERGY HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

Dedicated Outdoor Air System, or DOAS, have been used for years as an effective and efficient way to improve indoor air 
quality. They provide a means to introduce fresh air into a space, clean it through filters and transfer the energy from the 
exhausted air to the new air. WaterFurnace’s Versatec 700 unit gives all the energy recovery benefits your customers expect, 
and others they never knew were possible.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION 

Most commercial DOAS units are installed on the rooftop, which 
inherently poses many challenges. Because of being exposed to the 
elements, an outdoor DOAS life expectancy is limited and requires 
frequent maintenance. Roof installation is also costly, requiring 
considerable labor simply to move it to the location, and then extra 
electrical and structural expenses. Once it’s in place, an outdoor DOAS 
can be a challenge to access. Also, regulations may constrain what 
is allowed and simple aesthetics may dissuade some who don’t want 
clutter on their rooftops.

WaterFurnace knew there must be a better way. That’s why we 
designed the Versatec 700 to be an indoor system. Taking the unit off 
the roof has numerous advantage. Protected by the building itself, the 
life expectancy of our unit is much longer. Installation is simple, but also 
very cost effective. Thanks to the accessibility, performing service and 
maintenance is easy, and there are no issues with code compliance or 
unsightly equipment on rooftops.

Typical DOAS InstallationINDOOR VERSATEC 700

The Versatec 700 enables a clean rooftop 
design for usable outdoor space while 
providing easier indoor installation and 
accessibility to the unit.

VERSATEC 700 10-30 TON  |  2000 - 8000 CFM



A DOAS DESIGNED AS  
PART OF A SYSTEM

But its indoor application is just the start of what sets 
our DOAS apart from other DOAS's available in the 
market. What really makes it special is its innovative 
design. Instead of being an aftermarket product that 
has to be pieced together to fit with other systems 
or control platforms, the Versatec 700 is designed 
specifically as a WaterFurnace system. The DOAS 
module system contains the energy wheel, blowers, 
and variable speed compressor(s), all seamlessly 
controlled by the Aurora controls. The DOAS is 
available in 2000-8000 CFM configurations. As part 
of a complete system, the DOAS offers incredible 
flexibility and modularity, easy installation and service 
and reliability.

RELIABILITY

• Designed for use in retrofit or new construction jobs.

• Since the Versatec 700 and Aurora Controls are a complete 
system, they're designed to work together and provide 
greater dependability and peace of mind. Whereas, other 
DOASs may void controls warranties (and vice versa), a 
single source of responsibility means our warranties actually 
tie into each other.

• Standard Aurora Controls monitor outdoor air, return air, 
leaving wheel temperature and entering wheel temperature.

• There are also optional Aurora sensors for added capabilities 
to monitor supply air, exhaust air, CO2 Return, building 
differential pressure and many more. The Aurora Controls 
capabilities make it easy to monitor and diagnose the 
performance of the DOAS system.

• WaterFurnace’s variable-speed technology coupled with ECM 
plenum fans, generates  an ultraefficient ventilation strategy.

Aurora Controls

GET A DOAS FASTER THAN EVER
When compared to other manufacturers, 
WaterFurnace has the industries best lead times.
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RECOVER PEACE OF MIND

When every air particle and every cent matters, WaterFurnace has the solution for a better DOAS. The Versatec 700 gives you the 
benefits of an indoor unit and is fully integrated with WaterFurnace Aurora controls for a complete system—offering flexibility, ease  
of use and reliability. Ask for the Versatec 700 to be included in your next quote or specify it on your next job.  
Contact your WaterFurnace sales rep for more details.

Designed to fit through a standard doorway Easily fits onto a freight elevator

ASHRAE 90.1 Future

Versatec 700
UL1812 Listed

Versatec Variable Speed
UL1995 Listed

Energy Recovery Wheel
1060 AHRI Certified
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EASY INSTALLATION & SERVICE

• Peace of mind. The Aurora Controls are integrated with the 
rest of the system. That means one set of controls manages 
and supervises the whole process, making it much more 
straightforward and intuitive.

• The DOAS incorporates an exclusive take-apart cabinet design 
for easy assembly or disassembly.

• The DOAS ships in 2 pieces and can easily be configured in 
different footprint sizes

• Small enough to fit through 36-inch doors.

• Hinged panels make it easy to reach components and 
perform service.

FLEXIBILITY & MODULARITY

• Since each unit has preconfigured panels with knockouts 
built-in for various duct configurations, air flow configurations 
can be done on the jobsite. That adaptability ensures the best 
air flow design for the space—even if there are last-minute 
changes—without having to compromise quality.

• Twinning capabilities allow greater capacity in a much  
smaller footprint.

• Available in 2 cabinet sizes - single unit and twinned with  
a Versatec Variable Speed unit.
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ASK US HOW YOU CAN SAVE UP TO 50% 
ON YOUR NEXT COMMERCIAL PROJECT

With the Inflation Reduction Act, projects completed 
with a geothermal loop and heat pumps may qualify for:

 • 30% bonus rate

 • 10% bonus rate for domestic content

 • 10% Energy Community bonus

 • Up to $5 per square foot tax deduction

 • 5-year accelerate depreciation and a 1-year  
bonus depreciation

SCAN TO  
LEARN MORE


